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Twelve Years a Slave
Not all fights are one on one. In a team, no man should stand alone. 'You can't
keep me.' Shawn 'Easy' Pischlar has given his speech so often, it should be written
on the white board in the Dartmouth Cobra's locker room. Too many of his own
teammates have heard the words. And the games he's played are finally catching
up to him. To hang on to his freedom, Shawn gave up on ever having someone to
call his own. A young woman who expects nothing from him slips into his life and
has him ready to toss the rulebook. While the man he loves tempts him to burn it.
Keeping them both would be easy, onlycaring about them isn't. Because when he
lets himself care, he remembers why he wrote the rules in the first place. Every
lover, from the casual, to those who steal a piece of his heart, shouldn't expect
more than pleasure. More than passion. Playing the game, on and off the ice, is his
whole world. One he isn't ready to change. Except, life doesn't stop for the game.
And when old scars are ripped open, and he's left bloody and beaten, the rules
won't help him put the pieces of his life back together. To win this fight, he'll have
to break each and every one.

Solid Education
Scott Demyan, one of the most polarizing players on the Dartmouth Cobras hockey
team, has grown a lot over the past few years. He's a family man. A father. A
dedicated player. He's become someone to look up toBut he's still part of the
Trouble Triplets. And behaving can get boring.What better way to spice up the
summer than to take the rivalry developing with the team 'rookies' to the next
level. A few harmless pranks should keep things interesting.Until what started as a
joke gets a bitcocky.In the most literal sense of the word.When the conflict draws
the attention of not only upper management, but the media, the consequences
could impact the coming season. And the life he's worked so hard to build. Can he
take the lead and remind the men the games they play off the ice don't change
where they stand as a team? Prove to those he loves that he hasn't forgotten
what's really important?He has one chance to repair the damage he's done.And it's
going to leave a mark.

The Rule of Lawyers
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Learn to play the game. Knights of ice and Masters in the bedroom, The Dartmouth
Cobras struggle to save their franchise while losing their hearts to the only women
who can handle how hard and fast they live. Between corrupt owners, pressure
from fans and the media, and desires beyond the norm, they have to fight to make
their mark as a hockey team. All the men share a common goal. Giving their all on
the ice. And in love. GAME MISCONDUCT (The Dartmouth Cobras #1) DEFENSIVE
ZONE (The Dartmouth Cobras #2) BREAKAWAY (The Dartmouth Cobras #3) You
can also pick up Volume 2 (books 4-6)

The History of British India
Freedom has always been a priority for Kelsey "Chicklet" Galloway. From choosing
bartending over a 'real' career, to avoiding monogamy like the plague, she's
always paved her own way, living her life in a way that makes her happy. As a
Domme she is content to give a lucky sub-or two-a night to remember, but she's
never met anyone who made her consider sharing her carefree world. Until she
meets a woman who desperately needs a little taste of it. Officer Laura Tallant has
her whole life in order, is looking at a promotion on the police force in Halifax, Nova
Scotia, and finally has some time off for a much needed vacation. When her plan to
find some release with her former Master falls through, she's left searching for an
alternative. And finds one that fulfills more than her desire to escape reality for a
brief, blissful moment. Chicklet makes her feel more alive than anyone she's ever
known, but nothing about her follows the rules of what Laura is supposed to want.
The last time Laura put her heart on the line, she was left broken and alone. A
chance at love might rip open old scars. Or give her a safe place to finally let them
heal.

Taking Karre
Hockey might be the family business, but it's never interested Silver. Until her
father's health decline thrusts responsibility for the team he owns straight into her
hands. Which means standing up to Dean Richter, the general manager and the
advisor her father has forced on her. The fact that their 'business relationship'
started with her over his lap at his BDSM club shouldn't be too much of a problem.
Landon Bower, the Cobras new Goalie slips into her life and becomes her best--and
only--friend. The time they spend together makes everything else bearable, but
before long his eyes meet hers with more than friendship, reflecting what she
feels. Which could ruin everything. Two Dominant men who see past her pretty
mask and the shallow image she portrayed to the flashing cameras. A gentle
attack from both sides that she can't hope to block unless she learns how to play.
Ms. Sommerland scored the ultimate Hat Trick with Defensive Zone. A score for
plot ~ A score for characters~ A score for conclusion. This is the second book in
the amazing Dartmouth Cobra Series and it is an absolute winner!-Rhayne Riskae
Guilty Pleasures Book Reviews

Celestial Pets
If there were an emergency number for adulthood, Matt Kincaid would have dialed
it months ago. Raising his kid brother alone is already an uphill battle, nevermind
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when an ugly gang initiation lands the teen in lockup. Again. Only, this time for a
hate crime against a local fight club, where settling debts isn't taken lightly. When
the club offers to let Matt risk everything in a long-shot match with a man who's as
brutally handsome as he is tough, he jumps at the chance. If Matt wins, all will be
forgiven. If not? Well, he might as well move in, because 'The Law' will own his
assfor a very long time.There are no limits to what Lawson 'The Law' Gaumond will
do to protect the club he and his former lovers built. An inner-city sanctuary where
Anniston Falls' gay leather culture thrives, The Asylum Fight Club isn't an easy
place, but it's home. Taking on a local hothead whose younger brother vandalized
the space isn't high on his priority list, but there's something about Matt that cries
out for a firm hand. Lawson's never backed down from a fight, and he's not about
to start when there's no way he can lose.When renewed gang violence erupts,
spilling blood over The Asylum, Lawson and Matt must confront their pasts to find a
way forward. Gunshots and knives should be harder to survive than this rough
love, but coming to the ring armed with nothing but the truth is their greatest
challenge of all.

Game Misconduct
Cornell University is fortunate to have as its historian a man of Morris Bishop's
talents and devotion. As an accurate record and a work of art possessing form and
personality, his book at once conveys the unique character of the early
university—reflected in its vigorous founder, its first scholarly president, a brilliant
and eccentric faculty, the hardy student body, and, sometimes unfortunately, its
early architecture—and establishes Cornell's wider significance as a case history in
the development of higher education. Cornell began in rebellion against the
obscurantism of college education a century ago. Its record, claims the author,
makes a social and cultural history of modern America. This story will undoubtedly
entrance Cornellians; it will also charm a wider public. Dr. Allan Nevins, historian,
wrote: "I anticipated that this book would meet the sternest tests of scholarship,
insight, and literary finish. I find that it not only does this, but that it has other high
merits. It shows grasp of ideas and forces. It is graphic in its presentation of
character and idiosyncrasy. It lights up its story by a delightful play of humor,
felicitously expressed. Its emphasis on fundamentals, without pomposity or
platitude, is refreshing. Perhaps most important of all, it achieves one goal that in
the history of a living university is both extremely difficult and extremely valuable:
it recreates the changing atmosphere of time and place. It is written, very plainly,
by a man who has known and loved Cornell and Ithaca for a long time, who has
steeped himself in the traditions and spirit of the institution, and who possesses
the enthusiasm and skill to convey his understanding of these intangibles to the
reader." The distinct personalities of Ezra Cornell and first president Andrew
Dickson White dominate the early chapters. For a vignette of the founder, see
Bishop's description of "his" first buildings (Cascadilla, Morrill, McGraw, White,
Sibley): "At best," he writes, "they embody the character of Ezra Cornell, grim,
gray, sturdy, and economical." To the English historian, James Anthony Froude, Mr.
Cornell was "the most surprising and venerable object I have seen in America." The
first faculty, chosen by President White, reflected his character: "his idealism, his
faith in social emancipation by education, his dislike of dogmatism, confinement,
and inherited orthodoxy"; while the "romantic upstate gothic" architecture of such
buildings as the President's house (now Andrew D. White Center for the
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Humanities), Sage Chapel, and Franklin Hall may be said to "portray the taste and
Soul of Andrew Dickson White." Other memorable characters are Louis Fuertes, the
beloved naturalist; his student, Hugh Troy, who once borrowed Fuertes' rhinocerosfoot wastebasket for illicit if hilarious purposes; the more noteworthy and the more
eccentric among the faculty of succeeding presidential eras; and of course
Napoleon, the campus dog, whose talent for hailing streetcars brought him home
safely—and alone—from the Penn game. The humor in A History of Cornell is at
times kindly, at times caustic, and always illuminating.

Defensive Zone
When Master's business calls him away, Molly is left in the care of Mephisto, the
owner of a thriving local BDSM club. Molly is both excited and scared to be given
over to Master Mephisto. His power and mysterious intensity have long compelled
her from afar. Molly finds herself immersed in a world of strict commands,
pervasive sex, and creative torments. Over the course of a week, Mephisto strips
away privileges Molly took for granted, and forces her to understand and
acknowledge the depths to which she can be made to submit. But a surprising
conversation the last day threatens Molly's worldview, as does the strange
closeness that develops between them. As the time of Master's return draws near,
Molly finds herself deeply and inexorably changed. Publisher's Note: this BDSM
fantasy novel depicts "total power exchange" relationships that some readers may
find objectionable. This work contains acts of objectification, orgasm denial and
speech restriction, caging, anal play and double penetration, BDSM punishment
and discipline, M/f, M/m/f, M/m, orgy and group sexual encounters, voyeurism, and
limited circumstances of dubious consent.

Deadly Captive
Nothing could stop Tim Rowe, the assistant coach of the Dartmouth Cobras, from
falling in love with Madeline, but love alone can't satisfy every need. Sometimes, to
reach the goal, you have to take the chance with a . . . Blind Pass.

Offside
NYT Bestselling Author Alternate Reality Sci Fi Alpha Male Romance Known by
many names, inter-dimensional thief Karre, has only one purpose-take down the
company that ruined her life. When her luck runs out and she's caught, she's
condemned her to matrimony. She soon discovers there are worse fates than being
prisoner to a warrior.

Club Mephisto
Killing June is a sizzling and suspenseful digital-only standalone. SEDUCED BY PAIN
At night I’m June, dominating with the whip, even as I crave the hot, searing blow
of the cane, myself. I loathe this side of who I am, but I can’t deny it or escape it.
And as my clients cry out for me, begging for mercy, I can't help but want June
dead. By day, I’m Alex Ryan, the good, successful Southern woman everyone
thinks I am. I’ve compartmentalized my life to make it bearable, and to get what I
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want most: revenge. I can have a future with June dead, as soon as I confront the
man that terrorized my past. SAVED BY SIN Cade Brannon is the local gun for hire,
part of the seedy underworld of Dallas, but he may also be my savior. I want his
help and he wants me. But Cade refuses to play by my rules and is forcing his way
into every one of those compartments that I want to lock away. Now the parts of
my life I’ve fought so hard to keep separate are bleeding together and it’s tearing
me apart. I just want to go back to being Alex Ryan. But at what cost am I willing to
kill June?

A History of Cornell
Twenty-eight-year-old Oryn Patterson isn't like other people. Being an extremely
shy, social introvert is only part of the problem. Oryn has dissociative identity
disorder. He may look like a normal man on the outside, but spend five minutes
with him, and his daily struggles begin to show. Oryn shares his life and headspace
with five distinctively different alters. Reed, a protective, very straight jock. Cohen,
a flamboyantly gay nineteen-year-old who is a social butterfly. Cove, a selfdestructive terror, whose past haunts him. Theo, an asexual man of little emotion,
whose focus is on maintaining order. And Rain, a five-year-old child whose only
concern is Batman.Vaughn Sinclair is stuck in a rut. When his job doesn't offer the
same thrill it once did, he decides it's time to mix-up his stagnant, boring routine.
Little does he know, the man he meets during an impromptu decision to return to
college is anything but ordinary.Vaughn's heart defies logic, and he finds himself
falling in love with this strange new man. But how can you love someone who isn't
always themself? It may not be easy, but Vaughn is determined to try.

The Word Rhythm Dictionary
This collection of literature attempts to compile many of the classic, timeless works
that have stood the test of time and offer them at a reduced, affordable price, in
an attractive volume so that everyone can enjoy them.

Overtime
Anagram Solver is the essential guide to cracking all types of quiz and crossword
featuring anagrams. Containing over 200,000 words and phrases, Anagram Solver
includes plural noun forms, palindromes, idioms, first names and all parts of
speech. Anagrams are grouped by the number of letters they contain with the
letters set out in alphabetical order so that once the letters of an anagram are
arranged alphabetically, finding the solution is as easy as locating the word in a
dictionary.

Rudyard Kipling and the Fiction of Adolescence
Cortland Nash fled Dartmouth to avoid arrest, but returns when his best friend,
Ford Delgado, is in danger. Cort plans to keep his head down and do whatever it
takes to keep Ford breathing, but when he finds a beautiful young woman out in
the snow, frozen in fear, his plans change.Akira Hayashi never thought she'd
overcome her fear of men, but the care of an experienced Dom helped her achieve
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so much more. There's nothing she can't do—except function when she's mugged
in a parking lot. The intimidating stranger who rescues her makes her feel things
she never thought possible. The only problem is his connection with Ford, a man
she'll hate forever because she refuses to feel anything else.With the constant
threats from the crime lord he once called “Dad,” Ford Delgado has no room in his
life for love. Unfortunately, Akira already has his heart—which is split in two when
he discovers Cort is dating her. He tries to move on, to grow as a Dom, and free
himself from Kingsley's criminal empire. To forget what Akira means to him. But
the last thing she needs is for him to let her go.

Iron Cross
A taste and then it was gone. Lydia sacrificed her body and her very sanity,
surrendering her freedom to protect those she loves. Within the grasp of the evil
she fought to escape, she risks losing all that she is in order to spare herself
endless suffering. Death would be mercy. Death would make her sacrifice
meaningless. Cyrus is more than willing to play with his old toys, leaving Lydia with
no choice but to endure his twisted games. His kindness is worse than his cruelty,
warping everything she once believed. When the only salvation is in the arms of
her tormentor, her cage becomes a welcome place to hide. Love isn’t to be trusted.
But the chains will hold her, strong and sure. Agony becomes the sweetest relief.
Pain is a language she understands. “Sometimes I almost wish I didn’t want to hurt
you so much. But just almost. You’re most beautiful when you’re fighting to stay
alive. I want to keep you this beautiful forever.” ~Cyrus

The Sea
Looks at hip-hop culture, from its beginnings to the present day, describing its
influence on people and popular culture in the United States.

Rosemary Entwined
Notes an increase in court cases that are resulting in significant settlements,
including those involving HMOs and the tobacco industry, warning readers about
the increasing power of class-action lawyers and the public's vulnerability to them.
Reprint. 15,000 first printing.

Hip Hop Culture
Taken by Two
Too many penalties may leave the goal vulnerable without the IRON CROSS. After
overcoming a potentially career-ending concussion, Tyler Vanek, Dartmouth
Cobras first line forward, couldn't be happier with his life. Until his boyhood heroworship for Raif Zovko, a newly acquired player, develops into more. His mistress,
'Chicklet' encourages him to explore his feelings, and with her enjoyment of toying
with the powerful Dom, Tyler figures it might be fun. Laura Tallent, a dedicated
officer with the Halifax PD, and Chicklet's first sub, is tired of Tyler's fun disrupting
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the structure of her world. Devotion to her mistress kept her silent for two years,
but a horrible case and more proof that Tyler is the worst sub in existence has her
wondering how much better life would be if he was someone else's problem.
Someone like Raif. Raif won't deny the lust he feels for Tyler, but he refuses to play
games with a young man who's questioning his sexuality--he won't be an
experimental phase for an unruly submissive. But when Laura draws him into a
plan to remove Tyler from her poly relationship with Chicklet, his protective
instincts take over. He partners with Chicklet to protect Tyler and dig deeper into
the reasons behind Laura's scheming. Chicklet clearly loves her boy, she won't let
him go. And before long, Raif realizes neither can he. Blindsided by the discord in
her household, Chicklet struggles to fulfill her subs' needs as their careers throw
challenges at them all. Control is slipping from her hands, but with Raif by her side,
she prays her relationships can be saved. Salvaging the future means rebuilding
with a new foundation. But the only way to make the base solid is for them all to
work together. And with all the secrecy and lies, she has no idea where to start.
This is the 6th book in the Dartmouth Cobras Series and they are best read in
order.

Blind Pass
It's never a good combo to be broke and desperate. You do stupid things. Like
accidentally sign your soul over to Hell.When I interviewed for a new security job, I
didn't bat an eye that it was for a literal graveyard shiftheadstones and all. I mean,
at the hourly rate they were offering, who cares? I got this.Turns out, I'm not
guarding a graveyard like I thought. It seems I've just walked my broke ass into
protecting a Gate to Hell. YeahI don't got this. Now I'm stuck in a terrifying new
reality: a group of hot demons who act like I can solve all their problems, and a
battle between good, evil, and balance.This will seriously teach me to read the fine
print on Help Wanted ads. Good thing this job comes with a scythe. Maybe I can
use it to stop them from dragging my ass into Hell.

Rosemary Entwined
A routine mission Sean Taggart is hunting a deadly terrorist, and his only lead is
the lovely Grace Hawthorne. She's the executive assistant for an employment
agency Sean suspects is a front for illegal activities. To get the truth, he is going to
have to get very close to Grace, a task he is all too eager to undertake when he
discovers her deliciously submissive nature. turns into a dangerous seduction.
Soon, Grace Hawthorne is living a double life. By day, she is the widowed mother of
two college-aged sons. By night, she submits to Sean's every dark desire. She's
living out her wildest fantasies of pleasure--intimate acts of trust she's only read
about. As passion engulfs her, a murderer strikes, and Grace learns that Sean has
a deeply hidden agenda. Will Sean choose his mission and break her heart or be
the Master of her dreams? A Masters and Mercenaries Novel by Lexi Blake

Grave Mistakes
NYT & USAT Bestselling Author Alternate Reality Sci Fi Alpha Male Romance When
the beautiful Lady Paige comes through the sacred rings, Aidan's sure he's being
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rewarded-until his new bride tries to back out of their marriage.

Flawed Justice
A sugar daddy website doesn't seem a sound basis for an A1 life plan, but I'm a
small town girl with big dreams, and there's this one advert, this one crazy advert I
can't stop thinking about Two hot guys seeking their Little Miss Right. Someone
who can entertain them, amuse them, fit in with their corporate schedule. And sex.
They want sex. Lots of sex. Bonus, right? One major dose of epic win. Of course,
guys like Carl and Rick have their conditions. One being that they come together,
or not at all. Hell, I can live with that. And there are no skeletons in their designer
closet, none that I can find. Just two hot sugar daddies, with particular tastes,
nothing to worry about. Until Carl and Rick spill the big one, the one that sends the
girls running. A whole string of them before me, running to the hills without so
much as a backward glance. Maybe I should run, too. Thanks but no thanks, see
you around, guys, nice knowing you. But I'm already in way too deep for that.

Delayed Penalty
The goal doesn't count until it crosses the line. Captain of the Dartmouth Cobras
hockey team, Dominik Mason, believes his team can make a damn good playoff
run. He and his men won't stop fighting until they win the ultimate prize. There's
no doubt when it comes to The Game. Off the ice, there's nothing but uncertainty.
His life has been in a holding pattern and it's time to move on. Which might be
easier without the lifestyle that has lost its appeal. As much as he loved training
subs, he's tired of giving his all only to go home alone. Tragedy once brought him
closer to Sahara Dionne, the exquisite, yet fragile Ice Girl, but when her abusive-ex
darkens her path once again, Dominik can't help but wonder if his friendship might
not be the best thing for her. But she craves his touch, his dominance, and his
possession. Everything he desires is finally within his reach. All he has to do is take
the shot.

Anagram Solver
Created pure and innocent, the newborn angel Fae's only crime is loving the mortal
realm too much. She wants to see, to touch, to tasteand to know. All of which leads
to her fall from grace when she meets the demon brothers who give her all she
desires. Cravis and Travis toy with the young angel out of boredom, but losing her
awakens something inside them that they didn't know they could still feel. While
Travis begins to learn how precious a life can be, Cravis struggles with the fear of
how fragile love is, not sure if he can go through it being taken from him once
again. The demons will claim the angel, but many dangers threaten the Fallen.
Hunted by the Virtues and lusted after by the damned, Fae may be protected as a
cherished pet. But she will soon learn she's worth so much more.

The Dartmouth Cobras Box Set Volume 1
This new kind of dictionary reflects the use of “rhythm rhymes” by rappers, poets,
and songwriters of today. Users can look up words to find collections of words that
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have the same rhythm as the original and are useable in ways that are familiar to
us in everything from vers libre poetry to the lyrics and music of Bob Dylan and hip
hop groups.

Killing June
Lydia awakes, bound and blind, to the whispered urgings of a man who has his
hands on her. His words confuse her at first, but she soon understands they are
both in the middle of a performance that will determine whether she remains in
captivity or dies. The crowd must be entertained, and her cellmate makes sure it
is. Forced submission is not the only horror Lydia endures. She has no memories of
life before her imprisonment, and Joe, her cellmate, is her only comfort as the
powerful creatures that hold them captive torture and debase her. Together, she
and Joe cling to the will to survive long enough to break free and seek revenge.
Their desire to sustain one another triumphs over their wardens' efforts to destroy
them. There is no pain, no suffering, that can tear them apart. Beyond their cell,
their love is tested. Can they hold strong in the face of the challenge of the new
powers they have gained along with their freedom?

The Dartmouth Cobras Volume 2
It's time to drop the gloves and fight! Support the Fight against cancer that is. This
anthology of 8 brand new novellas is hot enough to melt the ice these players
skate on. Featuring stories from popular New York Times & USA Today, Amazon,
and Barnes & Noble bestselling authors, including Toni Aleo, Cassandra Carr, Cindy
Carr, Jami Davenport, Catherine Gayle, Jaymee Jacobs, V.L. Locey, Bianca
Sommerland, and Nikki Worrell. New York Times and USA Today Bestselling Author
- Toni Aleo TANGLED IN THE LACES In Tangled in the Laces, Karson King is on the
fast track to the pros and Lacey Martin is coming back from a hard fight against
cancer and is terrified of him but their love is too much to ignore. Will Karson prove
that he will protect her heart at all costs, or will he leave Lacey to pick up the
pieces of her life once again? Cassandra Carr and Cindy Carr HOOKING HANNAH
When Hannah attends an all-star game, she doesn't expect a hockey player of all
people to turn her world upside down. Her sister is married to a player and Hannah
never wanted that life. But Scott could change everything. For Scott's part, he has
to know the woman who stirred his blood with just a look, and once he does, he
realizes he wants Hannah to be his forever. Now to convince her Jami Davenport
CRASHING THE BOARDS (Seattle Sockeyes 1.5) Professional party crasher, Izzy
Maxwell, needs the cooperation of reluctant party guest Cooper Black, the team
captain of Seattle's new hockey team, but Cooper can't get past his anger over the
team's relocation to Seattle. Can Izzy melt Cooper's frozen heart or will this party
crash along with her fledgling business? Catherine Gayle TAKING A SHOT (Portland
Storm 2.5) Katie Weber has had a crush on Jamie Babcock for almost two years,
since he joined her father's hockey team, the Portland Storm as an eighteen-yearold rookie. When cancer takes her health, her hair, and even her friends, she can't
bear to go to senior promuntil Jamie intervenes. Jaymee Jacobs A VALUABLE TRADE
Bryan's life gets turned upside down when he gets traded to the Dallas Comets,
and things get even messier when he meets Georgiana, the Director of Team
Services. He's got a lot of work to do to prove his worth to his new team, but
Georgiana's sure he'll prove to be a valuable trade. V.L. Locey HEIR APPARENT
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Superstar Cam Evans is fighting to climb out of a slump thats growing worse with
each day of living in denial. Fresh from the minors, Jacobi Neal is hungry for this
chance to play back-up for the legendary goalie. Can two men battle each other,
their inner demons, and the sizzling attraction building between them? Bianca
Sommerland BLIND PASS (The Dartmouth Cobras 0.5) Nothing could stop Tim
Rowe, the assistant coach of the Dartmouth Cobras, from falling in love with
Madeline, but love alone can't satisfy every need. Sometimes, to reach the goal,
you have to take the chance with a . . . Blind Pass. Nikki Worrell - CAPTAIN, MY
CAPTAIN (Prequel to Scorpions Series) Keith Lambert is the captain of the Flyersuntil he's not. To everyone's shock, he's traded to the San Diego Scorpions. As if
that's not bad enough, Phoebe, his girlfriend of two years, decides she doesn't love
him enough to follow. All alone in a new town, Keith is drawn to Kelly, his take out
delivery girl. When she shows up at ice girl tryouts, he's lost. She's all he can see.
Can he convince her to forget her past and take a chance on him or is he destined
to be alone in a new town a little bit longer? **Proud Supporters of Hockey Fights
Cancer.

Keeping Paige
Line Brawl
Gage Tackett comes off as a bad boy—detached and maybe a little dangerous.
Definitely not Vet Sciences Professor Derek Paulson’s type. When Gage arrives at
Derek’s veterinary clinic with a frostbitten stray dog, Derek realizes his most
difficult student has a few things to teach him. Things he’s more than willing to
learn.

The End
The only role of Rosemary's nest of men is to feed her insatiable hunger, but that's
not what she wants for them. Or what they want from her. While Rosemary presses
for them to live their own lives, they each find ways to steal into her heart. With
the threat of her mother's nest hanging over them, Rosemary decides to surrender
to the love they offer and focus on building their combined strength to stand
against the inevitable attacks. When her control over her powers slips, another
problem arises. The nest is incomplete. A prince must be chosen, and if he is not
among her men, she'll be forced to let one of them go. She once feared her heart
wasn't big enough to hold them all. Now she fears she's not strong enough to
release even one. Even if it costs her her life. Includes Bonus Short Story
"Rosemary & Mistletoe" After surviving a battle with her mother, Rosemary is
excited about her nest's first Christmas together. She has grown to love all seven
men, even more than she needs them to feed her hunger. When they surprise her
with a trip, just her and her Prince, she refuses. But does she really want to fight
against the seven men who know not only what her heart wants, but also what she
needs?

Love Me Whole
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The only role of Rosemary's nest of men is to feed her insatiable hunger, but that's
not what she wants for them. Or what they want from her. While Rosemary presses
for them to live their own lives, they each find ways to steal into her heart. With
the threat of her mother's nest hanging over them, Rosemary decides to surrender
to the love they offer and focus on building their combined strength to stand
against the inevitable attacks. When her control over her powers slips, another
problem arises. The nest is incomplete. A prince must be chosen, and if he is not
among her men, she'll be forced to let one of them go. She once feared her heart
wasn't big enough to hold them all. Now she fears she's not strong enough to
release even one. Even if it costs her her life. Includes Bonus Short Story
"Rosemary & Mistletoe" After surviving a battle with her mother, Rosemary is
excited about her nest's first Christmas together. She has grown to love all seven
men, even more than she needs them to feed her hunger. When they surprise her
with a trip, just her and her Prince, she refuses. But does she really want to fight
against the seven men who know not only what her heart wants, but also what she
needs?

Blind Pass
Now a major motion picture nominated for nine Academy Awards. Narrative of
Solomon Northup, a Citizen of New-York, Kidnapped in Washington City in 1841,
and Rescued in 1853. Twelve Years a Slave by Solomon Northup is a memoir of a
black man who was born free in New York state but kidnapped, sold into slavery
and kept in bondage for 12 years in Louisiana before the American Civil War. He
provided details of slave markets in Washington, DC, as well as describing at
length cotton cultivation on major plantations in Louisiana.

Cocky Shot
The game has always cast a shadow over Oriana Delgado's life. She should hate
the game. But she doesn't. The passion and the energy of the sport is part of her.
But so is the urge to drop the role of the Dartmouth Cobra owner's 'good daughter'
and find a lessconventional one. Playmaker, Max Perron, never expected a woman
to accept him and his twisted desires. Oriana came close, but he wasn't surprised
when she walked away. A girl like her needs normal. Which he can't give her. He's
too much of a team player, and not just on the ice. But then Oriana's father goes
too far in trying to control her and she decides to use exposure as blackmail. Just
the implication of her spending the night with the Cobra's finest should get her
father to back off. Turns out a team player is exactly what she needs. Warning This
ebook contains material not suitable for readers under 18. In also contains scenes
that some may find objectionable, including BDSM, menage sex, bondage, anal
sex, sex toys, double penetration, voyeurism, edge play, and hockey equipment
being used inappropriately."

Goal Line
A pace ahead of the play can send you back to the start. And put everything
you've worked for at risk. Single mother and submissive Rebecca Bower
abandoned her career as a sports reporter to become a media consultant with her
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brother's hockey team. A failed marriage to a selfish man makes her wary of
getting involved with another. Unfortunately, chemistry is hard to deny, and all her
hormones are dancing when she gets close to the Cobra's sniper, Scott Demyan.
Zachary Pearce 'came out' to the world last season to shift attention away from a
teammate. And his one night with Scott Demyan had been unsettling. There could
be more there, if only Scott was a different person. Instead, a night of sensual
BDSM play with Becky leaves him wanting more, but she thinks he's gay and
questions his interest. It's been a long time since a woman has attracted him both
as a man and a Dom, and he'll do everything in his power to prove she's the only
one he needs. Or wants. His one time with Scott was a mistake. Scott might have
forgotten what happened in his childhood, but the effects linger, and he specializes
in drunken one-night standsuntil he meets Zach and Becky and sees what he's
missing. But neither one believes Scott can be faithful. Although he's trying hard to
clean up his act to avoid getting kicked off the team, they want more from him.
He's willing to make changes, but the most important one-putting their happiness
before his own-means he'll probably end up alone. Warning This e-book contains
material not suitable for readers under 18. It also contains scenes that some may
find objectionable, including BDSM, menage sex, bondage, anal sex, sex toys, and
one man erroneously labeled as vanilla. Author strongly advises care be taken
when using ladders and gym equipment in ways other than originally intended.
And sex on cruise ships whenever possible. The author advises that as well.

The Dom Who Loved Me
Taken by two enigmatic men, Penelope Sedgewick overcomes demons from the
past to learn to thrive in a thrilling new dangerous world. When the missing
billionaire Nathaniel Slater reappears from oblivion and kidnaps her, she's sure his
dark friend, Rex Renton, is the true one to fear. The nature of their close
relationship intrigues her, and as the three are thrown together in a fight for their
lives, the sizzling chemistry between them explodes with more heat than the
exotic jungle Rex calls home. As each of the unlikely lovers seek redemption for
past sins, the three-way love between them grows into an unbreakable bond.
MMF/Menage/Bi Love Story, 18+ Only"

Sugar Daddies
Nothing could stop Tim Rowe, the assistant coach of the Dartmouth Cobras, from
falling in love with Madeline, but love alone can’t satisfy every need. Sometimes,
to reach the goal, you have to take the chance with a . . . Blind Pass. *Previously
released as part of the anthology Seduced by The Game

Butterfly Style
This volume includes topical studies, biographies, and political history of British
India from 1599-1947.

Seduced by the Game
The Dartmouth Cobras Volume 2 contains books 4-6 of the continuing series. You
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can pick up the first three individually or in the first set here - Learn to play the
game. Knights of ice and Masters in the bedroom, The Dartmouth Cobras struggle
to save their franchise while losing their hearts to the only women who can handle
how hard and fast they live. Between corrupt owners, pressure from fans and the
media, and desires beyond the norm, they have to fight to make their mark as a
hockey team. All the men share a common goal. Giving their all on the ice. And in
love. OFFSIDE (The Dartmouth Cobras #4) DELAYED PENALTY (The Dartmouth
Cobras #5) IRON CROSS (The Dartmouth Cobras #6)
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